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Disclaimer
This program does not provide medical advice. 
Information in this program is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended as a substitute for the advice provided by your physician or other healthcare 
professional or any information contained on or in any product label or packaging. You should not use the information in this program for diagnosing or treating a health 
problem or disease, or prescribing any medication or other treatment. It is your responsibility to speak with your physician or other healthcare professional before taking 
any medication, nutritional, herbal or homeopathic supplement, or adopting any treatment for a health problem.  If you have or suspect that you have a medical 
problem, promptly contact your health care provider. Never disregard professional medical advice or delay in seeking professional advice because of something you 
have read in this program.  Information provided in this program and the use of any products or services purchased from our web site or affiliated sites by you DOES 
NOT create a doctor-patient relationship between you and any of the medical professionals affiliated with this program. Information and statements regarding dietary 
supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
Everyone is different; not all products or services are suited for everyone.  The creators of any products or services will not have any liability to users for injury or loss in 
connection therewith.  THCG makes no representation or warranty and disclaim all liability concerning any treatment or any action that is taken following the 
information provided within or through the program.   
Weight loss or health modifications can create injury.  THCG urges you to first obtain a physical examination and approval from your physician.  You agree that by 
using any of THCG products or services, you do this entirely at your own risk.  Any recommendation for changes in diet including the use of food supplementation or 
weight reduction products are your responsibility and entirely at your own risk.  You agree that you are voluntarily purchasing products or services.  You assume all 
risks of injury, illness or death.

YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS “WAIVER AND RELEASE”. 
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Looking Back to the Beginning

This week we're taking stock on the program so far, and checking in on both the 
habits and successes (on the scale and off the scale!) from your program so far.

This is a time to step back a little bit, appreciate where you started, where you 
are now, and where you are still going.

Look at your first week of food tracking, and compare it against your most 
recent week. What has changed?

Open to page 2 of your Week 6 Activity Book and make a list of  the most 
tangible differences from your first week to now.  What were your successes?  
What were your setbacks?
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How You’ve Defined Yourself
Go back and visit the definition you created for yourself, 
and do some honest self-reflection.

• Where have you lived that definition? 

• Has it shown up for you daily in your relationship with 
food?

• Where is there room to grow more fully into that vision 
for yourself? 

• What experiences came up that you didn't anticipate?

• How can you handle those in the future while 
embodying your self-definition around food?
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Moving Forward
Recommit yourself!

• Review your calorie tracking: have you been hitting your target, or either 
consistently over or under your target? Are you tracking all the foods you're 
eating?

• Abundance: How are you doing with your initial goal to add in fruit or vegetable 
servings? Have you been succeeding at that, or is it still a challenge?

• Are you ready to add another abundance goal and commit to adding in either 
fruit/vegetable servings or glasses of water per day? No pressure, this is about 
what you are ready to do. Be kind to yourself. If you don't feel like you've 
succeeded yet with earlier goals, stick with those and recommit to getting them 
down!
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Your Environment

As you look toward the second half of the program, it’s important to 
understand that environment has a huge effect on behavior.  

You wouldn’t behave the same way at a black tie fundraiser as at a hockey 
game.  You wouldn’t dress, eat, talk (shout) or even sit the same. 

If you want to commit to Healthy Habits, then it is wise to contemplate what 
surrounds you and to plan for it.  Take a  look at your environment and see 
what is hindering or helping your efforts.  
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Your Environment

Home

The easiest place to implement change is in our homes. You should subtract anything that doesn’t appeal to you or that you 
think will not get used….but, keep in mind that the better your pantry is stocked, the more prepared you are to throw 
together a last minute meal. 

Other clutter in the house can also be draining.  This is a good time to go through your house and office and create open 
space.  Be ruthless and sell, donate or toss anything that you do not have a use for and haven’t used for the past 3 years.  We 
have become so enamored with collecting “stuff” that our lives are overflowing with it. What you are going for is a healthy, 
energizing space that promotes physical and spiritual well being.  

Places
The places that we go influence our behavior.  We are more likely to take a mental and emotional break at church or the yoga 
studio than at the bar down the street.  There are places that calm and places that drain us. 
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Your Environment

People
In order to make the changes and reach the goals we have set, you may want to limit your time with some of the more 
negative people in your life.  It is important now that you surround yourself with people who lift you up.  It is also helpful if 
you can spend time with people who are going through the same kinds of changes as you.

Entertainment
Do you spend evenings in front of the television?  3 hours in front of the television may sound good now, but if you spent the 
same three hours playing golf, swimming or walking with friends, you would feel much better and you would be living your 
life with Healthy Habits in mind.  Walking while listening to music that motivates and inspires you can get you moving faster 
and make it a special and enjoyable experience.  Surrounding yourself with positive experiences can improve your health 
dramatically.

Who are the people, places and events that lift you up?  Can you plan to spend more time with them?
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Your Pantry
The list that follows includes 
healthful whole produce and pantry 
items.  Not sure what an item is?  
Google it!  You should be able to 
find lots of pictures and recipe ideas 
online for each item on this list.

Keep in mind that most whole foods 
do not have a 6 year shelf life like 
many of the things you may be used 
to. Don’t buy lots of produce if 
you’re not sure how you’re going to 
use it.
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 Mushrooms

 Nori Sheets

 Peppers (red, yellow, green)

 Onion

 Oranges

 Parsley

 Raspberries

 Scallions

 Snap peas

 Strawberries

 Sweet Potatoes

 Tomatoes

 Watercress

 Zucchini

 Alfalfa Sprouts
 Apple
 Avocados
 Bananas
 Blueberries
 Celery
 Cilantro
 Cucumbers
 Fennel
 Garlic
 Ginger
 Grapes 
 Kale
 Lemons
 Lettuce
 Mung Bean Sprouts

Produce



Your Pantry
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 Raw cacao
 Tahini

 Black Pepper
 Bragg’s Liquid Aminos
 Bragg’s raw apple cider vinegar
 Cayenne Pepper
 Chili Powder
 Coconut Oil
 Cumin
 Dill
 Extra Virgin Olive Oil
 Golden miso
 Ground Cinnamon
 Himalayan (non iodized) salt
 Namu Shoyu
 Raw Agave Nectar
 Raw Honey
 Raw Soy Sauce
 Raw Sea Salt
 Raw Vanilla

Spices & Condiments

Beverages

Dried Fruits, Grains, Nuts & 
Legumes

 Cashews
 Chickpeas
 Dates
 Dried Lentils
 Flax Seeds
 Hemp Seeds
 Kidney Beans
 Lentils
 Macadamia Nuts
 Millet
 Quinoa
 Pecans
 Pine Nuts
 Pinto Beans
 Pumpkin Seeds
 Raisins
 Rice
 Sunflower Seeds
 Teff
 Walnuts
 White Beans

 Coconut Water
 Coconut Milk
 Aloe Juice
 Green Tea
 Water (Clean Spring)

 Almonds
 Amaranth
 Apricots
 Black Beans
 Brazil Nuts
 Buckwheat



Focusing on Food
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Every time you eat or drink, 
you are either feeding 
disease or fighting it.

~Heather Morgan, MS



Weekly Food Activity
In the first week of the program, you explored the 
food rules you had previously set for yourself.  You 
also looked at what foods you labeled as “good” and 
“bad”, in order to understand how those labels can 
prevent developing Healthy Habits that last.

Arbitrary food rules and guilt about food hurt rather 
than help.

At the halfway mark in the program, revisit the 
exercises you did six weeks ago and see what 
progress you have made in your thoughts about 
food.

Turn now to page 6 of your Week 6 Activity Book.

Complete the activities there by considering and writing 
down what foods you have rules around in your life.

Next, what foods do you label as good or bad?  Why, what 
makes them that way? 

How do you feel differently about yourself when you eat so-
called good or bad foods?
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Weekly Food Activity
Now that we’re at the program’s halfway mark, you’ll 
want to re-assess your TDEE and re-evaluate your 
daily Caloric Goal to make sure you’re still aligned for 
slow and healthy weight loss.

Turn now to page 8 of your Week 6 Activity Book.

You will complete the activities on TDEE and Caloric 
Goal in order to dial in on your unique needs for the 
next six weeks of the program.

With your new Caloric Goal, consider where you want to be 
now for your Abundance Mindset goals.

Based on your earlier assessment, will you be focusing on 
the same goal Healthy Habit or setting a new goal moving 
forward?

Don’t pressure yourself.  Be honest about where you are 
facing challenges, and don’t push past your limits.  Slower is 
better when it comes to establishing new habits – so slow 
down!
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Weekly Food Activity
What were your Healthy Habits food goals last 
week?  You should have identified a caloric target 
and one other goal.

With your goals in mind, look at last week’s food log 
on LoseIt and check the following:

What were your daily average calories last week?  
Above or below your target?

• If below your target, what can you do this 
week to get in more calories each day?

• If above your target, do you want to move 
more next week, or eat less?  Choose what 
works best for your schedule and lifestyle.

• How did you do with your second target for the 
week?  Was it easy?  Hard?

Use the provided worksheets on page 10 of your Week 6 
Activity Book to set up your week.

1. What small changes are you making this week to help 
accommodate your goals?

2. What potential challenges do you foresee this coming 
week?

3. How can you use your new self-definition with food to 
navigate these challenges?
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Focusing on Body
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If it’s important, you’ll 
find a way.  If it’s not, 
you’ll find an excuse.

~Ryan Blair



Body Measurements
Turn now to page 14 of your Week 6 Activity Book.

At our halfway point in the program, it’s time to 
measure again!  If you can, get help with this.  It is 
hard to get accurate measurements and good photos 
by yourself.  

If there’s no one to help you, it’s okay!  

You can do this yourself, just take a little extra time 
to take your measurements carefully and be aware 
of how the tape is going around the back of your 
body (keep it even and untwisted).

Take the following measurements with a cloth tape measure 
and write them down in the spaces provided:

• Chest (around the fullest part of your bra)
• Natural waist (just below ribs)
• Low waist (about 2 inches below belly button)
• Hips (around the fullest part)
• Fullest part of upper arm (left and right)
• Thickest part of thigh (left and right)

You will also record your weight and take new pictures of 
yourself.  Follow the instructions on your worksheets.
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Weekly Body Activity
What were your Healthy Habits Body goals last 
week?  You should have identified a NEAT goal and a 
planned activity goal.

With your goals in mind, look at last week’s Activity 
log on LoseIt and check the following:

• What were your daily average NEAT last week?  
Above or below your target?
o If below your target, what can you do this 

week to get in more NEAT each day?
o If above your target, do you want to 

maintain that next week?  Choose what 
works best for your schedule and lifestyle.

• How did you do with your planned Activity 
target?  Do you want to stay the same or 
increase?

Use the provided worksheets on page 17 of your Week 6 
Activity Book to set up your week.

1. What small changes are you making this week to help 
accommodate your goals?

2. What potential challenges do you foresee this coming 
week?

3. How can you use your new self-definition with Body to 
navigate these challenges?
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Focusing on Mind
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I’ve come to believe that all my past 
failure and frustration were actually 

laying the foundation for the 
understandings that have created the 

new level of living I now enjoy.
~Anthony Robbins



Weekly Mind Activity
At the beginning of the program, you spent time reflecting 
on your “why” for establishing Healthy Habits.  The purpose 
of that activity was to help you stay focused when you hit 
challenges in the coming weeks.

Halfway through the program, you’ve likely seen your fair 
share of challenges.  Now is the time to focus again on your 
“why”, to help you recommit to your goals and stay on 
target through the next six weeks.

Turn now to page 24 of your Week 6 Activity Book and find 
the page:

“Successes with Your Mind Definition”.

Take your time completing this exercise.  Delve down into 
what matters most to you.

Your first week you journaled about why you joined. This 
week, focus on why successfully completing the rest of your 
program and establishing Healthy Habits for life really 
matter to you.
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Weekly Mind Activity
Each week you should try to take daily time for meditation 
and visualization regarding the theme of the week.  These 
themes are designed to help you progress and develop 
Healthy Habits in the areas of Food, Body, and Mind.

Most of the work you do in establishing Healthy Habits is 
mental – changing patterns of behavior that you’re 
comfortable with into something that you desire.

Turn to page 26 of your Week Six Activity Book and 
complete the worksheet.

Your weekly mind activity is a short process of visualization 
and/or meditation around the theme of the week.

This Week’s Themed Visualization

Taking Stock and Recommitting

Use the definitions you created for yourself related to Food, 
Body and Mind.  Take 10-15 minutes at the beginning of the 
week to visualize how this definition of yourself has 
changed, and has changed you over the last six weeks.  
What has worked well, and where do you need to recommit 
yourself in order to establish Healthy Habits?
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Week Six:  Complete!
Make sure you finish all activities listed, and participate 

with your online community to get the best results!

Creating Healthy Habits, 
One Week At A Time!
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